પ્રેણા :-

સંકલિણ :- (1) યુ.જ.સી.-પુ લિખિતના પત્રનું D.O.F-12-1/2010PS, Dt.17-08-2015
(2) UGC Section Ref No.PLG/UGC/mics/144/15, Dt.14-09-2015
(3) આ વિભાગી તથા ૧૮-૧૯-૨૦૧૫ ની નોકરી પાસે હુંસનવિશ્વસ્ના સાધન

આશીરી સૌરાષ્ટ્ર યુનિવર્સિટી માટે અનુમાનામાં સેલ્ફસ પાયાની સંસ્થાનની ઈનવનાળીઓને ડિઝાઇન આપી શકે કે અંલોમિટેડ પ્રોડક્સ્સરને નયા સૃષ્ટિ આપી શકે શોધદારા સંખ્યા (૧)ના પત્ર જરૂરી આવશ્યક તમે સાથે રાખીએ છે.

વિશેષ :- ઉપરે સંકલિણ (૧), નો પતન

પ્રેણા :-

માંદ/સી.સી.બાએ/2/૧૬/૨૦૧૫
સૌરાષ્ટ્ર યુનિવર્સિટી ક્રાઉન્સ
યુનિવિર્સિટી ક્યામ્સ,
યુનિવિર્સિટી રોડ,
રાજકોટ તા. /01/2015
D.O. No.F.12-1/2010(PS)

17th August, 2015

Dear Sir/Madam,

UGC had framed UGC Regulations (Minimum Qualifications for Appointment of Teachers and other Academic Staff in Universities and Colleges and Measures for the Maintenance of Standards in Higher Education), 2010, which have been notified in the Gazette of India dated 16th-24th September, 2010. The UGC has been receiving a number of queries from Universities, Colleges and stakeholders seeking clarification regarding the date of eligibility of candidates who acquire Ph.D./M.Phil. after four years but within six years from the date of their appointment, for their promotion from Stage I to Stage II (AGP Rs.6000 to AGP Rs.7000). The matter has been examined by UGC with regard to the provision contained in the Clause 1.1 of Schedule for Clause 6.8.0 of these Regulations which states as under:

1.1 An Assistant Professor with completed service of four years, possessing Ph. D. Degree in the relevant discipline shall be eligible, for moving to AGP of Rs. 7,000.

It is clarified that an Assistant Professor who completes Ph.D. or M.Phil. Degree within 4 or 5 years from the date of his/her appointment shall also be eligible for moving from the AGP of Rs.6000/- to AGP of Rs.7000/- after completion of 4 and 5 years of his/her service respectively. Further, if the incumbent acquires Ph.D./M.Phil. after completion of 4 years of service/5 years of service and before 6 years of service respectively, he/she shall be eligible to move to Stage II (AGP Rs.7000) from the date of award of Ph.D./M.Phil. Degree subject to the fulfillment of other conditions stipulated in UGC Regulations (Minimum Qualifications for Appointment of Teachers and other Academic Staff in Universities and Colleges and Measures for the Maintenance of Standards in Higher Education), 2010, for the same. Provided; that the Ph.D./M.Phil. Degree awarded by the University is in the relevant subject, following the process of admission, registration, course work and external evaluation as per above regulations.

However, the claim of advance increments for possessing Ph.D./M.Phil. Degree as mentioned above shall be strictly as per clause 9.4(i) and 9.7 of schedule for clause 6.8.0 of UGC Regulations, 2010.

This may be brought to the notice of the Colleges affiliated to your University.

With regards,

Yours sincerely,

(Jaspal J. Sandhu)

The Vice-Chancellor
Saurashtra University
University Road
Rajkot- 360 005
Gujarat.